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The Christmas Lake project described m this report is located on the north 
side of Canim Lake in the *or region of south central British Columbia, 
Canada 
The property was originally d i s c o v e r e d  prel973 during the porphyry copper 
search of the 1950-1970s and was first staked as a gold prospect in 1983. It 
became an active exploration project area m 1984 through 1987 and 
underwent geological, ge@ysical and geochemical surveys. The gold values 
encounteRd during that period on the Christmas Lake p r o m  ranged up to 
0.047-0.202 oz/ton. These gold values were obtained from volCaniclastic, 
tuffaceous and fine to medium grain-sized alkalic intrusive rock units that 
have undergone varying degtes of propylitic alteration. These units are seen 
to exhibit mainly pynimtitepycite mineralization and rarely galena and 
chalcopyrite. The more intensively mineralized volcanic andor igneous rock 
units often OCCUT as skannified zanes within what may be part of a large roof 
pendant occurrence. The gold mineralized, anomalous target afeas found 
during the 1984-87 exploration @od had not undergone any Wing until 
the summer of 2003 when a two hole care driUmg pr- was undertaken. 
The two drill holes completed during the 2003 program rendered much 
information about the geology, including the minadization, alteration and 
some questions about the cause(s) of the induced polarization responses. The 

anomalous, > 2Oppb over most of its 600' length while hole 03-2 was 
anomalous over its first 130 while the 130'-384" Sections have been logged 
and have undergone some spot anal-. The gold values encountered in 
DDH 03-2 are disappointingly low, but an explanation for the underlying, 
coincidently high chargeability and high resistiviky induced polarkation 
anomaly appears to have been caused by higher amounts of iron sulphides as 
both pyite and pmotite and very pervasive silicification in a propylitic 
altered skam zone. Both holes drilled to date will be a guide toward fkture 

two ddl h o b  encountefed anomalous gold values. DDH 03-1 W ~ S  

drill targets. 
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The 2004 fieldwork was p e r f i i  over an area on the old Lisa claim in the 
northwestern part of the property that returned several reported high gold 
results in a soil survey conducted during the 1986-87 period. This fieldwork 
included grid installation, reconnakce prospecting and rock exposure 
mapping soil sampling and a spontaneous potential (SP) survey. Several 
areas of copper-zinc umcemations m the soils that appear to lie adjacent to a 
subtle SP response is e ih ibid  
The current, 2005 fieldwork expands on the previous coverage in this 
particular area and u m s h  of firrther grid installati% rock exposure 
mapping and s a m p l i  geochemistry and a magnetometer survey. The 
fieldwork program was canied+ut under the writer's supervision at the 
request of Omega Exploration Services Inc., the owner of the mineral 
property. 
A recommendation for intensified exploration on the property is made by the 
writer based on many positive iudicatim of . 'on found somewhat 
widespread throughout portions of this l q e  mineral property. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The current fieldwork program was undertaken to try and locate the precise 
area that had previously returned the high gold soil values back in 1986 and 
to expand on the information gained during the 2004 program. The current 
grid area covers a portion of the 2004 survey grid area that q m t e d l y  
contains the anomalous gold mults. The present survey area may occur at a 
deeper level in the hydrothermal system when compared to the Christmas 
South (Main) zone. It is thought the non-ferrous sulphides encountered or 
possible underlying the current survey area may offer a wider range of 
indicator minerals that could be used to locate gold occurrences. 

LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The property area may be located on NTS map sheet, 92P115W at latitude 
51" 54' north and longitude 120" 46' west The property is situated 
approximately 42 km. (25 airmiles) norkast of the Town of 100 Mile 
House, B.C. on the north side of Canim Lake. 
Access to the property is gained by timeling 55 km. (33 miles) east of I00 
Mile House, B.C. on the good all weather Boss Mountain-Hendricks Lake 
road to Christmas Lake and the property. 

interest 
Property roads traverse most parts of the property, especially the areas of 

TOPOGRAPHICAL AND PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 
The mineral property lies within the physiographic belt of the larger Interior 
plateau region and cover low, rounded mountainous terrain. The resulting 
topographic features probably originated from deeper crustal movements that 
produce contraction and expansion zones through the crust offering fault 
zones of weakness. Many parts of the pd area have been covered by 
young basalt flows that mask or blanket much of the earlier topogmphy. The 
area has been glaciated, but overburden or cover in the property area is not 

The property area is mainly coniferous tree (spm> pine and some &) 
covered plateau or temd benches witfi abundant s& patches of 
deciduous foresf such as Westem white birch, cottonwood and aspen. 

thought to be very deep. 
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The elevations of the property area range imm 900 metres (2,950) to 1,250 
metres (4,100’). 

The general area experiences approximately 90 cm. (35”) of precipitation 
annually, of which 15Y&-20% may occuf as a snow equivalent. The winter 
weather is moderately cold with, not infiquent warming periods. The 
summer weather could be described as variable, some dry and hot and others 
cool and wet. The local area can experience a squall-type of weather m any 
season. 

PROPERTY AND OWNERSHIP 
The property is situated in the Jnterior plateau area of British Columbia, 
Canada at latitude 5 I O 54‘ north and longitude 120“ 46’ west. 
The lode mineral proper@ Comprises a mtiguous block of cells that together 
are known as the Christmas Lake propexty and are listed as follows: 
Name Tenm No. Anniversarw Date 
Christmas Lake 515808 August 22,2006 
The mineral property has not undergone a legal survey, comprises a total area 
of 1,077 hectares (2,661 acres). 
The above listed mineral p r o m  is owned 100% by Omega Exploration 
Services Inc. of Deb, British Columbia, Canada 

HISTORY 
The recorded miniog history of the mineral property area dates from the 
1970’s when exploration emphasis was directed toward the porphyry copper 
discovery. It wasn’t until the gold hunt became intense in the late 1970s and 
early 1980s that exploration activities m the area intensified. The followkg 
scenario outlines the exploration evolution of the Christmas Lake propert).: 
Some hand pits, bulldozer trenching and several Astandard sized diamond 
core drill holes of unknown location were undertaken during the 1970-80 
porphyy period. The exact location and date of some of this initial work is 
not known and not available in the public record 
In 1983 after the discovery of the QR (Quesnel River) gold deposit to the 
N N W  of the Christmas Lake property, a geological examination of the area 
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revealed some anomalous lode gold results and the properly was staked on 
behalf of the Ei&B Syndicate (a Geiman, fxeign, exploration income tax 
relief fund) opaating out of Calgary, Alberta. EBtB slructured a joint venture 
(iv) on the Christmas Lake Gold project with Ming Mines Limited of 
Vancouver, BC in 1985. The period 1985-88 saw Ming Mines h d  some 
fairly detailed geological, geochemical and geophysical work on the properly 
that constituted the j.v. activities. By 1990 Ming Mines had, at a cost of 
approximately $140,000, earned a 50% intens in the Christmas Lake gold 
properly. The fieldwork was ded-out by the operator, E&B (later this 
entity was taken over by Mascot Gold Mines Ltd. of Vancouver, B.C.). From 
approximately I988 to 1998, the p r m  remained in good standing, but did 
not undergo linther fieidwodc until 2002 when Nustar Resowces Inc. 
optioned the ground and drilled two NQ-wi~line core holes on the Christmas 
South (Main) zone to the south on Christmas Lake. Omega Exploration 
Services Inc. acquired the Christmas Lake property in 2004 and perfmed 
geological mapping soil and rock geochemislry and specific geophysical 
surveys. 

GEOLOGY 
The property covers an ace8 underlain by interlayered volcaniclastic, 
tuffmus rock unib thought to belong to the Upper Triassic aged Nicola 
Group. Included in this assemblage are tine grakd, crystalline mdesites 
and/or diorites. These older units are in places intruded by guartz d i e  of 
possible Cretaceous or younger age that are tentatively assigned to the 
Takomkane MOM type-unit occuning to the northeast of the claims. 
Volcanic dykes and overfymg flows that appear to be the yaungest rocks in 
the area, of possible Teaiary age, are also reported to have been observed 
cutting and/or overlying the older units. The property hosts a main zone of 
gold-be;ning mindizalion and s e v d  ancillary zones. The highest gold 
values encounted to date range fmm 1.54.0 grams (0.047- 0.193 ozhme). 
The mineralized areas are contained within linger zones of propylitic 
alteration and hornfelsing within the older rocks that indicate varying degrees 
of proximity to the intrusive rock sources. Some of the altemtion and 
mineralization enmtered on the propdy including much of the non- 
ferrous and some ferrous sulphides that appear to be genetally lacking in 
precious metal values may be an older mineralizing event and the later 
dphid+propylitic alteraton and precious metal values may be caused by a 
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later h y d r o t h d  event. These multiple mineraking events may be due to 
strong structural preparation, such as westeast trending breaks along the 
Canim-Mahood lake fauh-ine so as to allow this to happen in successive 

The possible conduits that allowed invasive igneous activity and subsequent 
hydrothermal alteration and mineralizing action appear to coalesce within the 
property in the Christmas Lake anx~ This east-west trending zone appeam to 
reflect a fault zone that in this particular area exhibits moderately steep 
southerly dippmg strum as possiile north trending thrust faults. The 
overlying Nicola aged interlay@ volcano-scxhnentary package or roof 
pendant o h  exhibits norlkakdy dips. 
The volcaniclastics, tuffs and the generally fine grained, micnporphyitic, 
crystalline rocks observed on the propty have a similar appearance to the 
Central Belt units of the Nicola Group rocks that the writer has observed at a 
number of locations to the south, m the Aspen Grove - Princeton areas of 
British Columbia. Locally these a(kalic rocks may be interlayered with 
aphanitic textured tuffs of possible rhyodache composition. One of the 
apparently younger rock units observed in the claim area is a mi- 
porphyritic hornblende diorite that is observed to lie (or intrude) concordantly 
in the older layered sequences and to cut, m places, discordantly across these 
same units. The youngest rock units Found to occuc on the property axe the 
previously mentioned T d a q  or younger basah-capping, volcanic flow units. 

periods of time. 

PREWOUS WORK PROGRAMS 

During the period 1983-87 the propemg underwent geological mapping rock 
and soil geochemistry, magnetrnekq very low frequency electromagnetic 
(VLF-EM) and i n d d  polarization (P) surveying, as well ass hand, hoe and 
bulldozer trenching in widespread areas. A number of comcidently 
anomalous ineas of interest had been delineakd 
In 2002 the properly underwent a program of grid (anomaly) onentation, 
original grid and acces~ road rehabilitation, ~WUXX hand and tracked-hw 
trenching and rock sampling inthe Main zone h e e n  Canim and- 
lakes. Subsequently, in 2003 two NQ-wireline diamond drill core holes 
totaling 300 metres (9849 were completed in the Main zone. 
During 2004 a previously obtained gold response on what was called the Lisa 
mineral claim underwent rec~nnaissan~e mapping, spontaneous potmtial 
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(SP) survey and soil and rock geochemistry. This program produced d t s  
which may be anomalous and it was decided in 2005 to conduct follow-up 
work in this iirea. 

CURRENT WORK PROGRAM 
The cunrent fieldwork pmgmn was conducted by the writer during the period 
July 1-10 2005. The program consisted of installadon of 4.2 kilometres of 
flagged and blazed survey grid The grid and intiervening areas underwent 
ECOM~~SSZIII~~  pmpectjng and rock exposure mapping at a scale of 1 :3M)o. 
The magnetometer survey was conducted over the gidded area at 25 metre 
station intervals (see Figure 4). 
The rock exposure samples were taken from a fresh surface. The samples are 
described in Appendix 1. The samples were taken to the Global Discovery 
Laboratory in Vancouver, BC where they were crushed and the -100 mesh 
fraction of 0.5 gm. weight was digested by hot reverse aqua regia and 
analyzed by the induction coupled plasma method ocp) for 28 elements plus 
gold detection by the atomic absorgtion (AA) method (see Appendix 2). The 
magnetometer m e y  was conducted over the grid area, along the gndhes at 
25 metre station intervals (see Appendix 3 and Figure 4). The magnetometer 
used in the survey was a Sharpe MF-I, serial no. 609235. Any diurnal 
variations in the data were detected by tiequentty closing-loops during the 
survey. 

coNcLusroNs 
The rock alteration and mineralization observed, as well as, the rock 
geochemistry and geophysical response reveal an area of considerable areal 
extent that may contain a possibly anomalous inea of interest within the 
200445 survey grid areas. The magnetometer survey data reveals pattern 
that could be reflecting underlying pyrite-pyhotite mineralization or rock 
alteration. In the vicinity of sample no. 6%9 that exhiiits a very high C a n  
ratio and 30 ppb gold the magnetic response was as a "high - low" pair 
possibly indicating a pyrhotite-chaicopyrite mineral occurrence and 
peripheral "low" alteration m e  
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The SP and soil surveys from 2004 rendered contourable data and a possible 
relationship between the more oxidized areas (negative SP) and the lower 
geochemical values. The higher concentdons of copper, Zinc, arsenic and 
higher Cu:Zn g e n d y  occur on ihe edge of the more oxidized zone. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
A follow-up program of induced polarizIltion (IP) surveying over the "Areas 
of Interest" and possibly expanding these survey methods over a lager 
reconnaissance area within the project area depending on the results obtained 

COST ESTIMATE 
Geologist and supervision and for 30 days 
Three field assistants for 30 days 
Camp and board for 120 mandays 
Transportation rentals and bl 
Grid preparation and sampling 
Ekpipment rental and field supplies 

Analyses and assap 

Permits, fees, fibgs- insurance$ etc. 
Reports and maps 
contingency 

S 10,500 

9,OOo 
9,000 
~ , o f - ) o  

5,Ooo 
2,500 

2,000 
3,500 
1,500 
3,000 

Total $51,000 
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STATEMENT OF COSTS 

Gedogy and supervisiq J.W. McLeod 

survey, J.A. McLeod and S.C. McLeod 

$2,100 

2,000 
900 

Two field assistants, grid installation, magnetometer 

Camp and board, 30 mandays 
Equipment and supplies7 magwtmnekr, sampling 
equipment and supplies 200 
AnalYSeS 250 
Transportation and travel 450 

Total S 5,900 
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CERTIFICATE 

I, JAMES W. McLEOD, of the Municipality of Delta, Province of 

British Columbia, hereby certifi as follows: 

I am a Consulting Geologist writh an office at 5382 Aspen Way, Delta, B.C., 
V4K 3S3. 

I am a Pmf~ional Geoscientist registered m the Province of British 
Columbia and a Fellow of the ceological Association of Canada. 
I graduated with a degree of Bachelor of Science, Major Geology> fiom the 
University of British Columbia m 1969. 
I have practiced my profision since 1969. 
I am acting as a Qualified Penon while supervising and undertaking the 
fieldwork on the Christmas Lake proply and while preparing the report on 
fieldwork program at the reqw& of Omega Exploration Sewices  Inc. 
The above report is based on personal field experience gained by myself in 
the general area during the past 32 years and more specifically on the 
Christmas Lake project mab.lg the past 3 years. 

DATED at Delta, ptovince of British Columbia this 14th day of November 
2005. 
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Rock Sample Descriptions 
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ROCK LOG 

Dercriptlon 

---- " 

r'x with no apparent banding. Crackle fractured, iome of 

Comasnv : Omega Exploration Servlcea inc. 
Prolect: Christmas Lake Project 
hecrrtlon: 92P/lSW, Canim Lake Region, B.C. 

& Chrlrtmar Lake 
&&& July, 200s 

J.W. McLeod, P.Geo., 
August 10-14, 2008 

6967 

6960 

6961 

6962 
6963 
6964 
6965 
6966 

6968 
6969 

6959 

which are welded with white material, notcalcite pyrite (py) on all frac's and rusty (oxid.) Non-mag. 
SL1+40W. Bl'k flne grained, crystalline (x'etnl) mafie rock Hornblende-bl'k biotite. Colour Index (CI) 30. 
Non-mag, Miner fracture with Pyrrhotite (po) or py "umeara" on welda. 4% q'tz. 
SL8+7SW, R'x #l. Green-br'n coloured, very flne grained x'etal matrlx and hornblende porphyroblaab to 2-3 
mm. Frac's calcife welded. 4% q'tz. 
SL-$+I+BoW, #I. Bl'k .x'8tnl, f.gr r'x with minor "hairline" frac's, calcite-welds, nome with epldote (ep). Non- 
mapno oxld. 
$L-$9BgW, WZ. F.gr, dark eel r'x. Hi frac, but net oxid. Appear8 to be an intrualve, Wk-mod mag. e5% q't2. 
SL-BtMW, W3. Fatal., f.gr non-mag r'x. dim py. 4% q'tz. 
%LI88-J+SOW. P. gr, gr'n crystallhe rock with minor oxid and minor calcite-weld frac'a. -4% q't2 
SGW75W. I.gr'n, v.f gr., gr'n. Ghoaty horn porph to lmm. non mag and oxid. Calcite-weld frac'8. <5% q'tz. 
SuN-I2S-s+oBu'. V,f.gr., aalt and pepper coloured, horn-plag porphyry. Hi-frac, with minor weak oxid +py. 
Bairllne calcite-weld fracs. Non mag. 4% q'tz. 
"Lake". L.grey, "ghosty" horn-feld porph. To 2 mm, non-mag, weak oxid - py. Cal-weld frac's. 4% q'tz. 
SL10&3+85W. F* gr "ghosty" 1. gr'n, x'stal. Tuff. Hi frac with d'k rusty welds, some py. R'x is heavy dense 
skarn (sk), weak mag, po. ~ 5 %  q'tz. 
SL-9+38W. D'k grey-bl'k matrix of horn-feld; 0.5-1.0 mm. Mod-strong mag. Mod-Hi frac's of distinct two-types 
frac-welds, 1) calcite-weld., 2) epidote-weld no mix. CI 40-50.<5% q'tz. 
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Rock Sampk Analyses 
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APPENDIX 3 

Magnetometer Dab 







SLlOoS 
3+5ow 
3+25 
3+25 
3 - m  
24-7s 
2-60 
24-2s 
2+00 
14-79 
1+50 
14-22! 
I*W 

SL150 
f W W  
1+25 
11- 
14-75 
2+00 
2+25 
2+50 
2+75 
3+00 
3+25 
3-60 
3+75 
4+00 
4+25 
4-60 
44-7s 
s+@u 
5+25 
5+50 
54-75 
5+99 
61-25 
6+50wr 
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SLlOo - 3+zm 



S W S  
3+7W 
2+00 
2+25 
2- 
2+75 
3+00 
3+25 
3w 
-75 
4+00 
4+25 
4+50 
4+75 
5+oow 


